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BOOKS & THESES

Contents: Histories and historicities in Palestine -- State expansion and the violence of "peace making" in Palestine -- The carrier -- Dying to live -- The strategies and politics of martyrdom in Palestine.

http://www.itstime.it/Approfondimenti/Alvanou_Palestinian_Women.pdf
Contents: Presence of Palestinian women in suicide terrorism -- Islam: the religious dimension -- The nationalistic perspective of violence socialization -- Womens inequity: rationalising the choice to die.


Contents: The suicide terrorist -- Prevention guidelines.
Contents: Terrorism -- Suicide terrorism -- Horror at suicide terrorism.


Contents: Dispatcher of Palestinian suicide bombers: "Find me good guys." -- The role of the dispatcher: "Everybody has his job: I dispatch the suicide bomber and he explodes." -- Organization: "The dispatchers don't send their own sons to blow themselves up." -- Dispatchers are held in high esteem: "I'm considered someone who does something good." -- Dispatcher macho: "My father taught it what it means to be a man and didn't allow US to be cowards." -- Sheikh Ahmad Yassin, Hamas founder: "The shaheed doesn't die, he lives with Allah." -- Women in prison: "She poured boiling margarine on my face" -- As Machiavelli said, "the end justifies the means." -- The book of mug shots: "Huda can't talk to you now, she's having her face done." -- The value of women: "I'll never do anyone any good, anyway." -- The terrorist's dream: "I've wanted to be a shaheeda ever since I was a little girl." -- Double standard: "Sure, I'd attack a kindergarten! I am able to look at your children and explode!" -- Is the "other" a human being? -- Do Israeli mothers feel pain like we do? -- A teenage shaheed: "My classmate enlisted me as a shaheeda. He was paid and gave me 100 shekels." -- Paradise: "All that is forbidden in this world is allowed in paradise." -- The last word.

Contents: Foreword / by Daniel Pipes -- Preface -- Introduction: "good enough to die, not good enough to marry" -- "Just as long as the girl doesn't make a mistake" -- Hamas deputy prime minister: "Whoever sends a woman to commit suicide is gahel (ignorant)." -- The engineer: "A virgin in paradise is like a little girl." -- Shariah judge: "Women lack two things: intelligence and religion." -- The adolescent terrorist: "You go to jail, you can study for your matriculation exams, you get special considerations if you are in jail." -- Brother and sister, suicide bombers: "Special bonuses for each and every shaheed." -- Terrorist to her dispatcher: "Why did you betray me?" -- Clerics on women in the terrorist industry: "What will she get in paradise, a couple of virgins?" -- Salima, mother of seven: "My husband only thinks about himself, I don't love him." -- Nawal, Palestinian knife-wielder: "Jail in Israel is better than the hell at home." -- Women under interrogation: "How to talk to terrorists." -- Arab lawyer: "Every woman involved in terrorism is a romantic." -- Nabil, dispatcher of terrorists: "A pity i sent her to blow herself up, she could have given birth to three men like me." -- Afterword: disrobe for an attack: the shaheeda as heroine? -- Acknowledgements -- Glossary -- Bibliography.


Contents: A community in Michigan -- Andrew P. Kehoe -- Dawn of a decade -- New man in town -- The Bath Consolidated School -- A growing storm -- Electricity -- A school, a farm -- The valley of the shadow of death -- Requiems -- In the matter of the inquest as to the cause of death of Emery E. Huyck, deceased -- Summer -- Tulips.


Contents: The psychology of terrorism: defining the need and describing the goals /; Bruce Bongar --; Psychological issues in understanding terrorism and the response to terrorism /; Clark McCauley --; The need for proficient mental health professionals in the study of terrorism /; Larry E. Beutler ... [et al.]; --; War versus justice in response to terrorist attacks: competing frames and their implications /; Clark McCauley --; The staircase to terrorism: a psychological exploration /; Fathali M. Moghaddam --; Terrorism and the media /; Joel N. Shurkin --; What is terrorism?: key elements and history /; Scott Gerwehr and Kirk Hubbard --; Psychological aspects of suicide terrorism /; Ariel Merari --; The strategy of terrorism and the psychology of mass-mediated fear /; James N. Breckenridge and Philip G. Zimbardo --; The role of religion, spirituality, and faith-based community in coping with acts of terrorism /; Timothy A. Kelly.; Psychological consequences of actual or threatened CBRNE terrorism /; Glenn R. Sullivan and Bruce Bongar --; Psychological weapons of mass disruption through vicarious classical conditioning /; Dennis D. Embry --; Near- and long-term psychological effects of exposure to terrorist attacks /; Susan E. Brandon and Andrew P. Silke --; The response of relief organizations to terrorist attacks: an overview of how the Red Cross and other relief organizations work in conjunction with other agencies /; John A. Clzbe and Susan Hamilton --; Understanding how organizational bias influenced first responders at the World Trade Center /; Joseph W. Pfeifer --; Warfare, terrorism, and psychology /; L. Morgan Banks and Larry C. James --; Terrorism stress risk assessment and management /; Douglas Paton and John M. Violanti --; Evidence-based interventions for survivors of terrorism /; Josef I. Ruzek, Shira Maquen, and Brett T. Litz.; Neurobiological and behavioral consequences of terrorism: distinguishing normal from pathological responses, risk profiling, and optimizing resilience /; Rachel Yehuda ... [et al.]; --; Older adults and terrorism /; Lisa M. Brown, Donna Cohen, and Joy R. Kohlmaier --; Children and terrorism: a family psychoeducational approach /; Maureen Underwood, John Kalafat, and Nicci Spinazzola --; Cultural considerations: caring for culturally diverse communities in the aftermath of terrorist attacks /; David Chiriboga --; The psychological consequences of terrorist alerts /; Rose McDermott and Philip G. Zimbardo --; Defusing the terrorism of terror /; A.J.W. Taylor --; Psychological resilience in the face of terrorism /; Lisa D. Butler, Leslie A. Morland, Gregory A. Leskin --; Promoting resilience and recovery in first responders /; Richard Gist --; Integrating medical, public health, and mental health assets into a national response strategy /; Dori B. Reissman, Stephan G. Reissman, and Brian W. Flynn --; Reflections on the psychology of terrorism /; Laura Pratchett, Lisa M. Brown, and Bruce Bongar.


Contents: Introduction -- The birth of the herostratos tradition -- The globalizaton of herostratos -- The destroyers -- The killers -- Herostratos at the World Trade Center -- The literature of herostratos since the early nineteenth century.


**Contents:** How can they do it? -- Suicide bombing and its growing place in the world today -- Contradictory image meanings of suicide bombings -- Are suicide bombers a proper subject of psychology? -- The ultimate existential meaning of suicide bombings: the killing of human life -- Facing the dangerous future of civilization honestly -- Is it right to fear and condemn all Muslims? (of course not!) -- Promoting a new worldwide constituency for human life and making suicide bombing unattractive and unacceptable -- A proposal for a "worldwide campaign for life" by the leaders of many religions and other world leaders and heroes.


**Contents:** Historical and Islamic roots of suicide attacks-martyrdom operations -- Shi'ites pioneer the military use of suicide attacks -- Are suicide operations the weapon of the disadvantaged? -- Self-sacrifice against the "Great Satan": Al-Qa'ida and martyrdom operations -- Spreading martyrdom operations; purifying the Muslim community -- Are suicide attacks "catching"? Militant media organs' publicity efforts -- Success of terrorist messages in the American media -- Correcting the suicide-bombing discourse -- Fighting suicide bombing and the culture of martyrdom.


**Content:** The evolution of terrorist financing since 9/11 : how the new generation of jihadists fund themselves / Loretta Napoleoni -- Funding evil : how terrorism is financed and the nexus of terrorist and criminal organizations / Rachel Ehrenfeld -- Substantiating the nexus between diaspora groups and the financing of terrorism / Michel Hess -- An analysis of the role of Iranian diaspora in the financial support system of the Mujahedin-e Khalq / Mark Edmond Clark -- Arms and terrorism : tracing the links / William D. Hartung, Frida Berrigan -- The United states, small arms, and terrorism / Rachel Stohl -- Terrorists and the Internet : crashing or cashing in? / Sean S. Costigan -- Preventing terrorist best practices from going mass market : a case study of suicide attacks "crossing the chasm" / Rockford Weitz, Stacy Reiter Neal -- Free trade and terrorism / Katherine Barbieri, Swapna Pathak -- Institutionalized responses to 9/11 / Rico Carisch -- Using sanctions to fight terrorism / Gary Clyde Hufbauer, Thomas Moll -- The brittle superpower / Steven E. Flynn.


Contents: Women as Suicide Bombers p. 55 - 70


http://www.hsdl.org/?abstract&did=440099


Contents: A minister's question : what have we done that they hate us so? -- The innocents : Mohammed al Dirrah and Avraham Yitzak Schiyeschurder -- The child as soldier-martyr : Iran's Mohammad Hosein Fahmideh -- The woman as soldier-martyr and suicide bomber : Loula Abboud -- Suicide bombers and September 11 : Muhammad Atta and Iziddine al Masri -- The mothers of martyrs : Munabrahim Daoud and Um Iyad -- The trainers : Abu Muhammad and Munir al Makdah -- Can they be stopped? -- The hatred and the hope.


http://hdl.handle.net/10945/4254
https://www.hsdl.org/?abstract&did=484912


Contents: A strategic aim -- Psychoanalytic contributions -- Origins and profile -- Martyrdom and the sadomasochistic link -- Murder-suicide -- The network and filicide -- The female suicide bomber -- Trauma -- Dehumanization -- Disassociating emotions -- Unique identity and omnipotence -- A cannibal God -- Terrorism: reversible or irreversible?


http://hdl.handle.net/10945/4455
https://www.hsdl.org/?abstract&did=29628


Contents: Islam advocates suicide terrorism / World Net Daily -- Islam does not advocate suicide terrorism / Ihsanic Intelligence -- Al Qaeda uses mass media to encourage global suicide terrorism / Yoram Schweitzer and Sari Goldstein Ferber -- Some Islamic schools groom suicide bombers / Atia Abawi -- Foreign occupation motivates suicide bombers / Robert Pape -- Foreign occupation does not motivate suicide bombers / Scott Atran -- Social factors and group membership influence suicide bombers / Paul Gill -- Sexual repression motivates suicide bombers / Jonathan Curiel -- Strategic objectives motivate suicide terrorism / Julian Madsen -- Female suicide bombers seek equality and dignity/ Mia Bloom -- Female suicide bombers share similar motives as males / Lindsay O'Rourke -- Suicide terrorism is not a new phenomenon / National Counterterrorism Center.


Contents: Terrorism -- Suicide/martyr terrorism -- Cases from the recent past -- Contemporary cases -- Political and military causes of terrorism -- Personal profiles -- The future of terrorism -- Arguments in defence of terrorism -- Arguments against terrorism -- Dealing with terrorism.


Contents: Islam advocates suicide terrorism / Peter David -- Islam does not advocate suicide terrorism / George W. Bush -- Despair and hopelessness motivate suicide bombers / Ilene R. Prusher -- Despair and hopelessness do not motivate suicide bombers / Daniel Pipes -- The promise of an afterlife motivates suicide bombers / Raphael Israeli -- American imperialism motivates suicide bombers / Osama bin Laden -- Nationalism motivates suicide terrorists / Robert A. Pape -- Anti-semitism motivates suicide bombers / Fiamma Nirenstein -- Islamic schools groom suicide bombers / Ben Barber -- Television influences suicide bombers / Patrick Sookhdeo -- Children are indoctrinated to become suicide bombers / Kenneth R. Timmerman -- Chechen women are increasingly recruited to become suicide bombers / Kim Murphy.


Contents: Dilemmas in Defining the Threat --; The Need for a Definition --; Terrorism and Crime --; Terrorism and Political Protest --; "Terrorism" versus "National Liberation" --; Injury to "Innocents" --; A Proposed Working Definition --; Dilemmas in Defining Counter-Terrorism --; Defining the Goals of Israel's War against Terrorism --; Factors that Influence the Scope of Terrorism and Its Nature --; Dominance of the Military Component in Counter-Terrorism Policy --; Defining a Counter-Terrorism Policy --; Intelligence Dilemmas in the War on Terrorism --; Employing Human Intelligence Sources ("humint") --; Intelligence Cooperation between Israel and the Palestinians during the 1990s --; International Cooperation in the Intelligence Domain --; Coordinating Intelligence and Operations --; Decision Makers and Intelligence --; Dilemmas in the Deterrence of Terrorists --; Israel's Policy of Deterrence --; The Issue of the Rationality of Terrorist Organizations --; Deterring Suicide Terrorists --; Deterring State Sponsors of Terrorism --; Defensive Deterrence --; Drawing "Red Lines" with Regard to Terrorist Activity --; Escalation and Efficiency of Terrorism as a Result of Deterrent Activity --; Dilemmas Concerning Offensive and Defensive Counter-Terrorism Actions --; Assessing the Effectiveness of an Offensive Action --; Targeted Killing-The Normative-Moral Dilemma --; Targeted Killing as a Component of Israel's Counter-Terrorism Policy --; "The Boomerang Effect" --; Timing Offensive Actions against Terrorism --; Defensive Action in the War against Terrorism.


Contents: Religious self-destructiveness and nuclear deterrence -- The mysteries of pleasure -- The varieties of religious pleasure -- The school for happiness -- Disgust and desire: why we sacrifice for the group -- God's love and the Prozac effect -- Spiritual love and the seeds of annihilation -- The paradise paradox: the misery of heaven-addicts -- The martyr's theater.


Contents: Global trends in suicide bombing, 1981-2006 -- Explaining suicide bombings -- Suicide bombings in Iraq -- Suicide bombings in Israel and Palestine -- Suicide bombings in Pakistan -- Suicide bombings in Afghanistan -- Suicide bombings in Sri Lanka -- Suicide bombings: homicidal killing or a weapon of war?.
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Contents: Life as a weapon: historical roots of a modern phenomenon -- The global rise of suicide bombings: analysis of trends -- Explaining suicide bombings -- Suicide bombings: homicidal killing or a weapon of war? -- What have we learned?


Contents: Defining terrorism -- The post-colonial era: ethno-nationalist/separatist terrorism -- The internationalization of terrorism -- Religion and terrorism -- Terrorism, the media and public opinion -- The modern terrorist mindset: tactics, targets, and technologies -- Terrorism today and tomorrow.


Contents: Bethlehem, then and now -- The grisly lottery -- Scared and saddened and sobered and scarred -- How did we get into this mess? -- The other side -- Yussuf -- Anatomy of an attack -- The killing of Yoni Jesner -- On the second battlefield -- Getting it and giving it -- A way out of the deadlock.


Contents: Defeating Al Qaeda -- the pioneering vanguard of the Islamic movements / Rohan Gunaratna -- Behind the curve: globalization and international terrorism / Audrey Kurth Cronin -- The financial front in the global war on terrorism / Patrick D. Buckley and Michael J. Meese -- Fighting fire with fire: privatizing counterterrorism / Robert Mandel -- Defeating networked terrorism / James S. Robbins -- Security strategy in the gray zone: alternatives for preventing WMD handoff to non-state actors / Michael R. Eastman and Robert B. Brown -- The logic of suicide terrorism / Bruce Hoffman -- How business can defeat terrorism: global financial firms battle the SARS outbreak in Hong Kong / Kelly J. Hicks -- Preemptive military doctrine: no other choice against transnational non-state actors / Russell D. Howard -- Countering Al Qaeda / Brian Michael Jenkins -- The global war on terrorism: focusing the nationals strategy / Wayne A. Downing.


political serial killing by proxy: Christian Ganczarski the escort and the Djerba synagogue bombing -- How can we stop Islamic suicide terrorism?


Contents: The myth of martyrdom -- Lies, damn lies, and previous research on suicide terrorism -- Why suicide terrorists are suicidal -- The truth about 9/11 -- What real heroes are made of -- Murder-suicide: the natural comparison -- The four types of suicide terrorists -- Mission impossible? How to stop suicide terrorism.


Contents: Introduction: historical evolution and main characteristics of suicide missions -- The globalization of martyrdom: the global rise of suicide attacks -- Al Qaeda and the primacy of suicide attacks -- Salafi Jihad and the theological justification of "martyrdom operations" -- The globalization of Al Qaeda -- Suicide attacks by groups affiliated with and/or inspired by Al Qaeda -- United Kingdom: who are the London bombers? -- Suicide attacks in Iraq.


**Content:** In the name of the cause : women's work in secular and religious terrorism / Cindy D. Ness -- Women fighting in jihad? / David Cook -- Beyond the bombings : analyzing female suicide bombers / Debra Zedalis -- (Gendered) war / Carolyn Nordstrom -- The evolving participation of Muslim women in Palestine, Chechnya, and the global jihadi movement / Karla Cunningham -- Black widows and beyond : understanding the motivations and life trajectories of Chechen female terrorists / Anne Speckhard & Khapta Akhmedova -- The black widows : Chechen women join the fight for independence and Allah / Anne Nivat -- Palestinian female suicide bombers : virtuous heroines or damaged goods? / Yoram Schweitzer -- Martyrs or murderers, victims or victimizers? : the voices of would-be Palestinian female suicide bombers / Anat Berko & Edna Erez -- Girls as "weapons of terror" in Northern Uganda and Sierra Leonean armed groups / Susan McKay -- From freedom birds to water buffaloes : women terrorists in Asia / Margaret Gonzalez-Perez -- Women and organized racial terrorism in the United States / Kathleen M. Blee -- The portrayal of female terrorists in the media : similar framing patterns in the news coverage of women in politics and in terrorism / Brigitte L. Nacos


**Contents:** Saint Yasin -- Welcome to planet X -- Look with your ears, my friend -- Lunch with Hasan -- A complete darkness -- The disciple (Hahaha) -- A minor jihad -- The ghurqad tree -- The evil incident -- The brotherhood -- Splits in the brain -- The miracle sheikh -- The mechanical waving hand of a keffiyah-clad manikin -- Soldier in Chinese hat, planning escape -- The sweet girl -- The antidote -- A babe in the womb -- The crazy girl -- The dark room -- Walls, maze, prison -- An entire cosmology -- A question of style -- It doesn't matter when or how I am killed -- Martyr on a black horse -- Terror in their hearts -- We are worth nothing without a machine-gun -- Children, but they are men and heroes -- Al-Aqsa massacre video -- Blood, blood, blood -- A collaborator breaker accused of something close to collaboration -- A daring shock of jet-black hair coyly peeking out beneath her veil -- Monkeys and pigs and servants of evil -- The mad dogs of language -- A notice of the end of the world -- A death on the path of God -- The green line -- The fixer -- Ghosts with guns -- The last words of Hamza Abu-Surur -- The smile of the martyr -- A still blue river -- The killing of Haim Nachmani -- The last words of Salah 'Uthman -- A happy man -- The last words of Muhammad al-Hindi -- Intimate of heart -- Al-Hindi and Abu-Surur meet -- Circle and vow, the trainer's soliloquy -- A tourist in the dunya -- A khanjar, floating -- A second appearance -- Any number compared to infinity -- The paradise hotel -- The gun dance -- A few hours later; or, the trail of a dagger.


**Contents:** Introduction: Why focus on suicide terrorism -- Part I: Analytic overview. Why occupation ignites suicide terrorism ; What really motivates transnational suicide terrorists -- Part II: The largest suicide terrorist campaigns. Iraq ; Afghanistan ; Pakistan ; Al Qaeda ; Lebanon ; Israel and Palestine ; Chechnya ; Sri Lanka -- Conclusion: The end of fear, the beginning of understanding.


**Contents:** Impact and consequences of terrorist legislation in the UK since 2001: a review / Lord carliile of Berriew QC and Carys Owen -- Investigating Terrorism in the first decade of 21st century : a different sort of crime / Peter Clarke -- Challenge, compromise, and collaboration : part of the skill set necessary for interviewing a failed suicide bomber / John Pearse -- Urgent interviews and the concept of oppression in terrorist cases / Max Hill QC -- Defence counsel in terrorism trials / Peter Carter QC -- An garda siochána model of investigative interviewing of witnesses and suspects / Geraldine Noone -- Risk assessment of terrorist offenders : a challenge too far? / Gisli H. Gudjonsson, Aadrian West, and Amy McKee -- Hostage negotiation and communication skills in a terrorist environment / Simon Wells -- Understanding suicide terrorism: insights from psychology,


Contents: What is suicide terrorism? -- How can suicide terrorism be explained? -- Turning to suicide terrorism: Hezbollah and the Palestinian organizations -- Turning to suicide terrorism: the LTTE and the PKK -- The transition to suicide terrorism: Al-Qaeda and the network of the Islamic fundamentalist groups -- Who becomes a suicide terrorist? -- The recruitment and socialization of the suicide terrorist -- The consequences of suicide terrorism.


Abstract: The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) set out to develop ways to predict what determines the targets of suicide attacks. While the ultimate goal is to create a list of areas at risk for the U.S. environment, the first phase of development employed a data set from Israel. Initially, NRL focused on spatial attributes, creating its own risk index, but realized that this focus on the where ignored the broader social context, the why. The lab asked RAND to test, as a proof of principle, the ability of sociocultural, political, economic, and demographic factors to enhance the predictive ability of NRL's methodology. Again using Israel as a sample, RAND created a database that coded for these factors, then conducted both quantitative and qualitative analyses with an eye to determining what puts a given area at greater risk. The quantitative analysis established that these factors are related to the odds of attack within specific neighborhoods and that the relationships held even when controlling for geospatial factors, so they seem to confer risk for reasons beyond their association with geospatial features of neighborhoods. The specifics of the research are limited to the preferences of Palestinian suicide bombers in Israel; however, the methods used to assess target preferences in Israel could be transferred to the United States or other countries. Any results, if proven to be robust, could be used to develop recommendations for heightened public awareness in certain areas.


Contents: Introduction: the phenomenon of women bombers. Suicide bombing 101; Colonialism and the global divide; Violence, commodification, and global politics; Femininity, violence, and agency; Narrating women bombers: negotiated by and negotiating violence; Chapter overview; Methodology, challenges, and reflections -- 1. Mad, suicidal, and mentally challenged. The “native” Other: race, religion, and terrorism; Deviance: the woman condition; Women bombers: madness and monstrosity; Abnormal and suicidal; Unaware and mentally inept -- 2. The female body: sexuality, disease, and contagion. Voice, visibility, and jouissance; Female sexuality = political agency; The Third World woman: body, pop culture, and the femme fatale; Sexual orientations: transsexuals and cross-dressers; Contagion and sexual borders: white women, conversion, and terrorism -- 3. "The Woman Question": women bombers as victims. "The Woman Question": imperial productions of femininity; Veiled and silenced: victimizing Muslim women; Raped and coerced; Honor and redemption; Poor and uneducated -- 4. Fabricating the female martyr: the Palestinian case. Historic anti-colonial nationalism; Modern anti-state nationalisms; Women in rebel nations, and women rebels; The Palestinian case -- 5. Mothers and the nation. Mother-as-nation: anti-colonial nationalism; Mothers and martyrs; Rebel projections of
mother-and-child; The Western lens: defining the moral maternal; Disturbing mother figures; Pregnancy, mimicry, and in-between; Challenges and critiques.


Contents: The roots of terrorism: an overview; Louise Richardson --; The psychological dynamics of terrorism; Jerrold M. Post --; Suicide terrorism; Nasra Hassan --; Democracy and terrorism; Leonard Weinberg --; Counterterrorism and repression; Michael S. Stohl --; The causes of revolutionary terrorism -- Ignacio Sánchez-Cuenca --; Economic factors; Ted Robert Gurr --; Terrorism and globalization; Atanas Gotchev --; Diasporas and terrorism; Gabriel Sheffer --; Religion as a cause of terrorism; Mark Juergensmeyer --; Terrorism and the rise of political Islam; John L. Esposito --; Terrorism and deculturation; Ollivier Roy.


Contents: Islam advocates suicide terrorism / Peter David -- Islam does not advocate suicide terrorism / George W. Bush -- Despair and hopelessness motivate suicide bombers / Ilene R. Prusher -- Despair and hopelessness do not motivate suicide bombers / Daniel Pipes -- The promise of an afterlife motivates suicide bombers / Raphael Israel -- American imperialism motivates suicide bombers / Osama Bin Laden -- Nationalism motivates suicide terrorists / Robert A. Pape -- Anti-semitism motivates suicide bombers / Fiamma Nirenstein -- Islamic schools groom suicide bombers / Ben Barber -- Television influences suicide bombers / Patrick Sookhdeo -- Children are indoctrinated to become suicide bombers / Kenneth R. Timmerman -- Chechen women are increasingly recruited to become suicide bombers / Kim Murphy.

http://hdl.handle.net/10945/2072
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Schweitzer, Yoram. **Female Suicide Bombers: Dying for Equality?** Tel Aviv, Israel: Jaffee Center for Strategic Studies, Tel Aviv University, 2006. 105p. [http://www.tau.ac.il/jcss/memoranda/memo84.pdf](http://www.tau.ac.il/jcss/memoranda/memo84.pdf)

Schweitzer, Yoram and Sari Goldstein Ferber. **Al-Qaeda and the Internationalization of Suicide Terrorism.** Tel Aviv, Israel: Jaffee Center for Strategic Studies, Tel Aviv University, 2005. 92p. [http://studies.agentura.ru/english/library/memo78.pdf](http://studies.agentura.ru/english/library/memo78.pdf)


**Contents:** Portents: Cole and Lindsey 1 -- Part 1 The War of Beachheads 11 -- Part 2 The Kamikaze Boys 137 -- Part 3 The Cruelst Months 253 -- Citations 439 -- Roll Call 447.


**Contents:** Identifying young Muslims susceptible to violent radicalisation: psychological theory and recommendations / Jose Liht and Sara Savage -- British Muslims / Musa Admani et al. -- Mad, bad or freedom fighters: the new challenges of terrorism / Max Taylor -- Suicide bombing: a possibility for France? / François Géré -- Female suicide bombers: victims or murderers? / Fatima Lahnaï -- Psychological prerequisites and consequences of suicide terrorism: the Russian experience / Valery N. Krasnov -- Suicide bombing as deluded self-enhancement / Kirstján Kristjánsson -- Let the sane of Saudi Arabia unite / Tarek Heggy -- Hotwiring the Apocalypse: apocalyptic elements of global jihadi doctrines / Reuven Paz -- Understanding the psycho-social and political processes involved in ideological support for terrorism / Anne Speckhard -- Islamic jihad in Iraq: suicide or martyrdom / Basim Hameed -- The drama of the suicide terrorist / Ofer Grosbard -- Putting the umm back in the Umma: suicide attack: understanding the terrorists' deepest fears / Nancy Hatvedt Kobrin.


**Contents:** 1.; Definitions and a historical review of the phenomenon of suicide attacks --; 2.; Suicide attacks in the modern era -- the Arab-Israeli conflict --; 3.; Suicide attacks in the modern era throughout the world --; 4.; Summary --; App. A.; Development of Islamic suicide attacks --; App. B.; Trends in the development of terror --; App. C.; A list of suicide attacks, October 2000-December 2003.


**Contents:** Terrorism and human behavior / Suresh Bada Math, Maria Christine Nirmala, Nitin Anand -- The suicide bomber as martyr, weapon, and self-inflicted casualty of war: psychological, cultural, and organizational forces in suicide terrorism / Thomas J. Rankin -- Suicide terrorism / Seethalakshmi Ramanathan, Rajeev Krishnadas -- Grievance and the final act: the 7/7 bombers and suicide terrorism in the 21st century / Jonathan Githens-Mazer, Daniel Jeffrey, Robert Lambert, Daniel Jeffrey -- Suicide of modern kamikazes / Donatella Marazziti, Giorgio Consoli -- Suicidal terrorism and the impact of a terrorist attack on suicidal behavior in the general population / Leo Sher -- Terror and suicidal behavior in adolescents with post-traumatic stress disorder / Debora Ganz and Leo Sher -- The hierarchy of bereavement in Israel: war victims, terror victims and suicide


Contents: Introduction -- Hostile intent & counter-terrorism: strategic issues and the research landscape / Alex Stedmon and Glyn Lawson -- Conceptualising terrorism -- The role of fear in terrorism / Alex Braithwaite -- Understanding terrorism through criminology? Merging crime control and counter-terrorism / Anne Speckhard -- Hostile intent and counter-terrorism in the UK / Pete Fussey -- Analysing the terrorist brain: neurobiological advances, ethical concerns and social implications / Valentina Bartolucci -- Ethical issues in surveillance and privacy / Ron Ihphoven -- Deception and decision-making -- Non-verbal cues to deception and their relationship to terrorism / Dawn L Eubanks, Ke Zhang and Lara Frumkin -- Deception detection in counter-terrorism / Aldert Vrij, Sharon Leal and Samantha Mann -- A field trial to investigate human pheromones associated with hostile intent / Peter Eachus, Alex Stedmon and Les Baillie -- On the trail of the terrorist: a research environment to simulate criminal investigations / Alexandra L Sandham, Thomas C Ormerod, Coral J Dando and Tarek Menacere -- Modeling hostile intent -- Safety and security in rail systems: drawing knowledge from the prevention of railway suicide and trespass to inform security interventions / Brendan Ryan -- Tackling financial and economic crime through strategic intelligence management / Simon Andrews, Simon Polovina, Babak Akhgar, Alex Stedmon, Andrew Staniforth and Dave Fortune -- Competitive adaptation in militant networks: preliminary findings from an Islamist case study / Michael Kenney, John Horgan, Cale Horne, Peter Vining, Kathleen M. Carley, Mia Bloom and Kurt Braddock -- Evaluating emergency preparedness: using responsibility models to identify vulnerabilities / Gordon Baxter and Ian Sommerville -- Socio-cultural factors -- Unintended consequences of the "War on terror": home-grown terrorism and conflict engaged citizens returning to civil society / John Parkinson OBE and Andrew Staniforth -- Parasites, energy and complex systems: generating novel intervention options to counter recruitment to suicide terrorism / Mils Hills and Ashwin Mehta -- Terrorist targeting of schools and educational establishments / Emma Bradford and Margaret A Wilson -- Female suicide terrorism as a function of patriarchal societies / Tanya Dronzina -- Strategies and approaches for counter-terrorism -- Designing visible counter-terrorism interventions in public...


**Contents:** Suicide terrorism: delineating the construct / Swati Mukherjee, Updesh Kumar, and Manas K. Mandal -- Suicide terrorism explained: a psychosocial approach / Luis de la Corte Ibáñez -- Evolutionary psychological science of suicide terrorism / James R. Liddle and Todd K. Shackelford -- Suicide terrorism as social noise: a communicative perspective / Jonathan Matusitz -- 'Mumbai style': exploration of a concept / Mark Dechesne -- Suicide bombings: homicidal killing or a weapon of war? / Riaz Hassan -- The psychology of suicide terrorism / Jerrold M. Post ... [et al.] -- The militant Jihadi ideology of martyrdom as short-lived psychological first aid for trauma and loss / Anne Speckhard -- Are suicide terrorists suicidal? / Bruce Bongar, Uri Kugel, and Victoria Kendrick -- The role of military psychologists and psychiatrists in understanding suicide terrorism / Uri Kugel ... [et al.] -- The use and abuse of children/youth in terrorism and suicide bombing / Edna Erez and Anat Berko -- Deterring suicide terrorism / Dushyant Singh.


**Contents:** Individual terror: concept and typology / Ze'ev Iviansky -- Understanding terrorist behavior: the limits and opportunities of psychological inquiry / Walter Reich -- The psychology of terrorism: "syndrome" versus "tool" perspectives / Arie W. Kruglanski and Shira Fishman -- The mind of the terrorist: a review and critique of psychological approaches / Jeff Victoroff -- Cheshire-cat logic: the recurring theme of terrorist abnormality in psychological research / Andrew Silke -- The terrorists in their own words: interviews with 35 incarcerated Middle Eastern terrorists / Jerrold M. Post, Ehud Sprinzak, and Laruita M. Denny -- Palestinian suicide terrorism in the Second Intifada: motivations and organizational aspects / Aasa Moghadam -- Genesis of suicide terrorism / Scott Atran -- The strategic logic of suicide terrorism / Robert A. Pape -- Altruism and fatalism: the characteristics of Palestinian suicide terrorists / Ami Pedahzur, Arie Perlinger, and Leonard Weinberg -- Does...
poverty cause terrorism? / Alan B. Krueger and Jitka Maleckova -- Does democracy promote or reduce transnational terrorist incidents? / Qian Li -- Who are the terrorists? Analyzing changes in sociological profile among members of ETA / Fernando Reinares -- Social dominance and social identity in Lebanon : implications for support of violence against the West / Shana Levin ... [et al.] -- Arab attributions for the attack on America : the case of Lebanese subelites / Jim Sidanius ... [et al.] -- Mortality salience, martyrdom, and military might : the Great Satan versus the Axis of Evil / Tom Pyzczynski ... [et al.] -- Recruitment processes in clandestine political organizations : Italian left-wing terrorism / Donatella della Porta -- The psychopolitical formation of extreme left terrorism in a democracy : the case of the Weathermen / Ehud Sprinzak -- Social psychology of terrorist groups / Clark R. McCauley and Mary E. Segal -- Social psychological aspects of political terrorism / Ariel Merari and Nehemia Friedland -- Understanding terror networks / Marc Sageman -- The logic of terrorism : terrorist behavior as a product of strategic choice / Martha Crenshaw -- A theoretical analysis of transnational terrorism / Todd Sandler, John T. Tschirhart, and Jon Cauley -- Justifications and means : the moral dimension of state-sponsored terrorism / Grant Wardlaw -- Islam's "neglected duty" / Mark Juergensmeyer -- Soft power and the psychology of suicide bombing / Scott Atran -- Do targeted assassinations work? A multivariate analysis of Israel's controversial tactic during the Al-Aqsa uprising / Mohammed M. Hafez and Joseph M. Hatfield -- What happened to suicide bombings in Israel? Insights from a terror stock model / Edward H. Kaplan ... [et al.].
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